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About This Game

Embark on a journey of discovery and inspiration in The Search - a story-driven puzzle-adventure set in a mysterious world
where art comes to life!

In an unknown world, you'll search for clues about the nature of this place, as well as your own past. Guided only by the letters
of a mysterious stranger, you'll find that this universe works differently from our own. It's a world in which obstacles can be

overcome by your own creativity - and where art comes to life to create tears in the fabric of reality.

Who wrote the letters that guide you? What is the nature of this surreal, enchanted universe? And why were you chosen to take
this journey?

Key features:

- A short, story-driven puzzle-adventure
- Uncover clues and solve inventive puzzles

- Gorgeous 3D artwork and a haunting soundtrack
- Voice acting from Cissy Jones (Firewatch, Life Is Strange)
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I would categorize this game as a point&click game with walking sim elements.

The basic concept is very nice. You are in a mystery\/surreal world. Going from one scene to the other requires a way to pass
the barrier or to teleport by using a ticket machine. Now it is up to you to solve the puzzle on how to proceed.

I liked the art. And the simple controls helped to easily get the hang of the game. Unfortunately it is very short, but if you pick it
up on sale, it is as cheaper than watching a movie in theater.. This game is not just a simple point click game or a pointless
walking simulator. It changes your perspective, gives you an opportunity to fulfill your soul, not just about art but many aspects
of life. It gives you relaxation with its beautiful soundtrack. And it is so kind move from them to publish it as a DLC for free.
Don't forget to download it!
I recommend this game!
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Update 0.0.68 (New Demons & Adv Zone) (02.03.19):

 A new game mechanic added for demons after T2.

 Added Adventure zone T2 with 9 items & SZ6 with 3 items and a waifu.

 Z12 Atk/Def lowered from 200/100k to 180/90k.

. SUPER DRAGON BALL HEROES WORLD MISSION Lux Delux House Party Wizard And Minion Idle Update 0.0.83
(Adv, Gen & Stuff) (28.05.19)::

 Zone 16 (stage 400) & Boss 3 item 4 added.

 New Generator bonus unlocked at stage 375.

 Slime Lab 3rd & 4th bonus can be unlocked via alchemy.

 Slime Lab now defaults to the amount of food available.

 Soul Limit is now 10k daily from Spell (it doesn't have the 500k level limit anymore but the amount has been lowered to
an average of 100 soul per hour when all spell make 50 lvl per seconds) / Demons / Conjuring / Town feature (reset with
daily reset).

 Beastmaster exp gained has been doubled (SZ7 require also beastmaster lv50 for people that were below 250 on the
classes update).

 Conjurer exp required above 200 has been increased.

 Minion PF & Rarity Upgrade cost above 500 increased, Drop Upgrade cost above 1000 increased.

 Dynamite fish increased from 16 to 20.

 Gathering potion got some new bonuses to cover end game bbing with speed.

 Cooking Slime Drop Rate run faster when time is on.

 JaduMantar & Shaba bonus added into the formatting.

 Adventure item filter now sorts (mostly) alphabetically. You will likely start on the 'wrong' filter.

 Alchemy Lab now will clear the current mix if the queue is empty and you click a slime juice.

 Fixed Alchemy Lab sorting.

 Fixed the idle fishing mastery gain display (it wasn't showing the bonuses).

 Fixed fishing bait 15+ display that was slightly off.

. Steam Achievements!!!:

...are not yet active in the game.
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We are still working on and testing this patch, but as part of testing we have to have the achievements enabled on Steam so for
now, you can see but them, you can't earn them. The patch is expected to go live within 12 hours.. Update 0.0.67 (Waifu)
(26.02.19)::
New:

 WAIFU Feature unlocks at stage 40 and can be found in adventure (try to find the perfect one).

 Adventure Z12 added with 9 items + Boss 2 final drop.

 Soul Shop: Auto Dungeon, Beer Pack, Harem Bed, Satanas, Love Pill, Love Potion.

 Enhanced notifications, mouse over to dismiss or click to go to the feature.

Fix:

 Sort filter moved, labeled and organized for end game as bonuses only show if you have items with those bonuses.

 Kongregate Leaderboard limit increased and Genealogy Level added.

 Gathering high numbers added into the Short scale.

 Boss 2 Legs Attack & Defense increase per level fixed.

 Save button disabled until offline time completes or until no saves are found.

 As always a lot more typos fixed.

Price Change:

Conjuring:

Abraca & Hocus Mana Cost increase more after level 100
Open & Izzy Mana Cost increase more after level 90
Simsa & Alak Mana Cost increase more after level 80
Jantar & Shaba Mana Cost increase more after level 70

Crappis, Bobbidi, Jadu, Labala Mana Cost increase more after level 40

Bibbidi level max is set to 50

Bibbidi is no longer affected by Plaza Magic Circle

Town:

Cottage level max is set to 35
Pens level max is set to 50

Plaza:

HellWell Log Cost increase more after level 50
HellWell Mana Cost increase more after level 100
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Aqueduct Log Cost increase more after level 50
Aqueduct Mana Cost increase more after level 75

Arena & Commando Log Cost increase more after level 35
Arena & Commando Mana Cost increase more after level 50

Magic & Laboratory Ore/Mana Cost increase more after level 35

Workshop & AdvGuild Ore/Mana Cost increase more after level 30

Field & Academy Gem/Mana Cost increase more after level 25

Library Gem/Mana Cost increase more after level 40

Dungeon:

Attack/Defense HP increase more after floor 150
Mana HP increase more after floor 150
Conjuring HP increase more after floor 75
Gold/Exp HP increase more after floor 100
Meditation HP increase more after floor 100
Essence HP increase more after floor 100
Gathering HP increase more after floor 75
Reincarnation HP increase more after floor 75
Spiritus HP increase more after floor 75
Battlefield HP increase more after floor 100
Fishing HP increase more after floor 25. Update 0.0.66-1 (Adv Zone & Fix):
New:
- Added Z11 with a 9 Items.
- Added 1 Item on Boss 2 for Minion level 176+.
- Inventory can now be expended by dragging it to show all the items at once.

Fix:
- Save files modified and should be more reliable now.
- BA & Block Auto now work even if adventure isn't focused.
- Settings button has arrow so it make it more clear that you can scroll down menu.
- Inventory will now display the stats of equipped items when mousing over their location in the inventory.
- Better tooltips for dungeons.
- Fixed Labala spell (had a bug with the + button).
- Fixed the tutorial reward color (was too flashy previously).
- Fixed the Fishing Dungeon not working Offline.
- Fixed a bug with Auto Lab.

Steam:
- Account linking removed, it's safer to simply use export and import.
- Chat system improved.
. Update 0.0.72 (Easter Event & Story) (27.03.19):

 Xmas event is over and replaced by the Easter Event.

 Story added up to Stage 50.

 Pet Food Achievement target after 100 reworked.
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 Battlefield Hell Spirit Upgrade Wave HP & Timer Reset will now apply the reduction instantly (like Demonic essence
upgrade do).

 Lots of typos fixed.

 Next feature is ready but still on test and will be added around 2nd week of April. (actually it might be 3 new feature at
once :o).

. Critial Bug, sorry new players:
For new players who tried to play in the last 12 hours, we had a critical bug that we didn't notice and it prevented anyone from
doing the very most basic thing in the game (leveling training). We have uploaded a fix for this bug.
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